An Appeal for a Rational Approach to TMD and Orofacial Pain
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Temporomandibular Disorders and Orofacial Pain

This article is an appeal to all orofacial pain (OFP) practitioners, no matter what the philosophy they ascribe to, whether they are dentists or physicians, to put aside our differences and come to a unified approach in the field of TMD, oral, and head and neck pain. This would benefit all parties concerned.

I have practiced dentistry for over 35 years and now limit my practice to diagnosis and management of orofacial pain (OFP). I am involved with treating patients on a daily basis, teaching in the dental school, and instructing practicing dentists in OFP all over the world.

My observations, shared by many in the field are; Patients are not being treated with any consistent evidence based standard of care. Dentists do not have basic skills to diagnose and manage these patients, the public has no idea where to go to seek help, and insurers are not providing coverage [1].

This problem can and must be solved. This article outlines a rational approach for a solution.

My experience is:

New OFP patients have the following common presentation:

- They have seen a number of prior dentists/physicians (orthodontists, oral surgeons, otolaryngology, chiropractic etc.). Many have spent thousands of dollars with no benefit [2-5].
- They have been given no diagnosis other than "TMJ".
- Unfortunately most patients present with orthotics that are ill fitting, poorly adjusted, and have little chance of success. There are even reports of occlusal changes occurring with these splints [6]. The efficacy of splint therapy for TMD is still controversial [3,4] and further research is needed with well-designed randomized controlled trials. However, there is still enough supporting evidence for use of stabilization splints to recommend their use.
- OFP patients have been treated with occlusal equilibration, orthodontics, TMJ surgery, with no benefit or often an increase in pain [7]. They have never had adequate reversible conservative therapy.
- Many patients have no insurance coverage for conservative orofacial pain management. These results in them not appointing due to financial limitation.

The majority of dentists that I instruct in dental school and continuing education:

- Lack the ability to diagnose orofacial pain and are unaware of the TMD research diagnostic criteria. (TMD/RDC), [8,9].
- Approach these patients from only a limited and narrow perspective (mainly only an occlusal approach) [10].
- Have the perception that these patients are difficult, time, consuming and non-productive. Many dentists would prefer not to get involved and want to refer these patients.
- Many dentists lack the skills to deliver even a basic flat plane stabilization splint for patients needing this treatment.
- Dentists do not know to whom to refer OFP patients. Many have expressed to me that there is no orofacial pain dentist in their areas.

The orofacial pain arena is variegated, with diverse, controversial and often conflicting opinions of how these patients should be evaluated and managed. It is not my intent to here enter into this debate but to appeal to all dentists and practitioners that emphasize OFP in their practices to at least agree on the following:

Although there has been some improvement, basic orofacial pain instruction in dental schools is still lacking. Graduating dentists must be able to:

- Understand the anatomy and physiology of the stomatognathic system in relation to OFP.
- Be able to make a diagnosis based on the TMD/RDC.
- Be able to make a well fitting, adjusted stabilization splint out of the proper materials, and to follow the patient as necessary.
- Understand which patients may be better served by referral to an orofacial pain dentist, if they choose not to treat them.
- Understanding the role of the OFP dentist and how to coordinate dental treatment of OFP patients.

Dentists do seek continuing education in OFP. What most seek is basics; accurate diagnostics, so they can deal with uncomplicated patients, knowing when to refer and who to refer to. They want to include TMD concerns into their comprehensive treatment plans, for more predictable treatment success.

My course comments and evaluations consistently reflect that dentists attending my courses have little interest in advanced imaging, advanced pharmacology of orofacial pain, Axis II (psychological aspects of OFP), advanced splint therapy, and advanced diagnostics. Most dentists do not want to treat headache patients or do extra-oral injections necessary with many OFP patients. I now avoid addressing these topics in depth in my introductory course, attempt to dispel myths about TMD and OFP and provide evidence based information that can be implemented immediately and easily in practice.

I do however encourage any dentists who have a greater interest in orofacial pain, to educate themselves as the highest level possible, so that they can better serve their patients. A standardized curriculum for these dentists approved and implemented by ADA continuing education recognition program (CERP) would be of great value.
As far as the profession, the public, and third party payers it is past due for establishment of a specialty in OFP [2,12]. Most dentists surveyed (85%) would prefer to refer TMD patients to an OFP dentist. There presently is no mechanism for this or an understandable standard of care that referrers are aware of. Credentials for a specialty in OFP would be gained in a postgraduate residency in an institutional setting, either dental school or hospital residency. It is mandatory that this education be evidenced based. The present ADA CODA on OFP provides this framework. There are now 11 OFP programs in dental schools in the US awarding a masters certificate [13-15].

I understand the difficulty that the ADA or any organization would have with certification of dentists to be “grandfathered” in as specialists. This problem is not insurmountable with cooperation of the different TMD groups including the American Academy of Orofacial Pain and the American Alliance of TMD organizations, as well as any other interested party. In any event the grandfathering period would likely not extend beyond a few years and this issue would self-resolve over time.

Insurers would also have approved standard of care so that patients could be reimbursed for conservative therapy.

As with any specialty there is no restriction on any dentist treating OFP patients. The specialty is there to provide them assistance as needed.

The American Academy of Oral and Maxillofacial Surgeons (AAOMS) has established with many state insurers, that oral surgeons be the primary OFP providers. Although a minority of TMD patients can benefit from surgical intervention, the standard of care today is that less surgery and the least invasive surgery is now indicated for most TMD patients.

An informal survey of oral surgeons in my geographical area indicates that less than 10% of the surgeons agree to treat TMD in their practices (they refer to an OFP dentist), and only a handful perform TMJ surgery. The AAMOS website even states: “appropriate referral to other dental or medical specialists or a physical therapist may be made”. This further supports the need for an OFP specialty to coordinate the interdisciplinary care these patients require.

In conclusion, this is an appeal for a rational evidenced cooperative approach to OFP. We must put aside our egos and biases for the benefit of our patients. We need to stop the dogma. I would hope that most of the medical and dental profession would agree that a specialty is needed.

The truth is that there still is a great deal that is not understood in the field of OFP, and further research is needed. New evidence is constantly challenging the way we practice. Because of this we should all treat patients as conservatively as possible in hopes that tomorrow we will gain more insight in how to better manage pain patients.

Until then it is our obligation is as I have outlined to present a unified cohesive effort to eliminate the unnecessary confusion, wasted time and expense and suffering of our patients. The time is now!
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